
About Holidu
Holidu is an innovative, tech-driven, fast growing travel startup based in Munich. We are 
developing the best search engine for vacation rentals globally. For the creation of our mo-
bile apps as well as for the ownership of our cross-platform UX & UI, we are looking for a 

UX/UI Designer (Mobile Focus)  

Profile
You are excited to design native iOS and Android applications that touch millions of users and 
that are memorable and sticky. You are excited to work in a startup environment that leaves 
room for creative freedom, fast decisions, tests and immediate impact. 

 o Experience: you have at least two years of experience from designing smartphone 
and tablet applications. You are familiar with the state of art in native app design and 
you are up-to-date with the latest trends and emerging new user interface patterns. 

 o Portfolio: your mobile portfolio demonstrates an excellent understanding of native iOS 
and Android design patterns and usage of UX principles.

 o Collaboration: you will work with our product, tech and marketing teams to craft ele-
gant user experiences. You thrive for feedback and iteration from team members. 

 o Data: you have a strong intuition, but you thrive to measure your success with data 
and learn from it every day.

 o Design process: you take ownership of our design process and of implementing effi-
cient design thinking methods to collect early user feedback on your ideas.

 o Tools: Sketch, Zeplin, etc.: you‘re responsible for choosing the tools to fulfill your needs.

You will become part of a team and not just an employee. If this is you, let us know as soon 
as possible by sending your application to Sebastian Keller:  jobs@holidu.com

Responsibility 
We love design. We believe in the power of design and it‘s capability to make complex pro-
cesses easy. For us, design is about creating emotions that stick as much as it is about ease 
of use. Our guiding principle is that by helping our users, we help our business. As our UX 
and UI designer you will work with a small team of product managers and developers to 
create an exceptional mobile experience - from concept to pixel-perfect output. You will be 
equipped with a highly skilled tech-team that fulfills your wishes in record time. In addition 
you will help us to develop a conversion optimized cross platform experience and help to 
establish Holidu‘s visual identity in our brand marketing channels and materials. 

What we offer
We allow you to have direct impact and to touch millions of users. Join a team of dedicated, 
young and international travel & technology enthusiasts to finally make search for holiday 
homes easy. We have experienced tremendous growth over the last year and we expect 
this not just to continue, but to increase in pace when expanding to further markets and de-
vices. We offer you the chance for maximum impact, maximum personal and professional 
growth and an attractive compensation (salary + options). We offer you an international 
environment, a perfectly equipped office in the heart of Munich and regular team events 
such as Boulder, Soccer, Ski-Trips, Octoberfest or meetups to stay up to date with the latest 
trends.


